
KANN Issues & Programs List

3rd Quarter 2019

7/1/2019 – 9/30/2019

As a non-profit organization, this station is on the air to bring positive change in our community, presenting 
programming that brings life solutions to listeners in a personal way.  We believe in helping transform our community 
through faith in action, resulting in changed lives. Topics we’ve covered in that effort have included, but aren’t limited 
to: Jobs, Family Disintegration, Addiction, Crime, and Homelessness.

During the 3rd quarter of 2019, the following issues were addressed in the corresponding programs listed:

Jobs / The Economy / Finances 

08/22/2019 7:45 a.m. Scott Herrold shared information on specific available jobs. He let listeners know about what’s 
going on at places like Somerset Academy, Seven Hills Orthodontist, M&T Bank, RC Willey, Bed, Bath & Beyond, Sysco, 
Kids Discovery World, New Life Christian Academy and Beltrans and others. 15 minutes

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion about empowering women to take control of their finances, author Deborah 
Smith Pegues equipped women with tools & information to manage finances wisely. The discussion was based on her 
book, “The One-Minute Money Mentor for Women: 21 Strategies for Financial Empowerment.”      
Aired 09/10/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

Parenting

07/01/2019 8:05 a.m. Scott Herrold 10 min interview with author and Professor J. Warner Wallace from Biola University 
who shared strategy for teaching our kids to discern truth in a culture of fakes. He talked about dinner table 
conversations & helping our kids form their world view. He shared material from his book, “So The Next Generation Will 
Know.” This interviewed was aired again on 07/05/2019 at 9:35 a.m.  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, author and blogger Courtney DeFeo talked about fun 
ways to make love and laughter a part of everyday life in your home. She offered practical suggestions from her book, 
“In This House, We Will Giggle.”           
Aired 07/01/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion, author and blogger Courtney DeFeo talked about 
more fun ways to make love and laughter a part of everyday life in your home. She offered additional practical 
suggestions from her book, “In This House, We Will Giggle.”           
Aired 07/02/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, authors Doug and Cathy Fields shared humorous 
stories about their parenting journeys. They offered practical ideas on how to raise children who are confident, 
compassionate, competent, and self-sufficient. The discussion was based on their book, “Intentional Parenting.”       
Aired 07/11/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion, authors Doug and Cathy Fields shared more stories 
about parenting. They offered additional practical ideas on how to raise children who are confident, compassionate, 
competent, and self-sufficient. The discussion was based on their book, “Intentional Parenting.”      
Aired 07/12/19 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, authors Amber Lia and Wendy Speake talked about 
understanding your triggers for more peaceful parenting. The discussion was a follow-up to the program, 
“Understanding How to Manage Anger in Motherhood.” The episode was based on their book, “Triggers: Exchanging 
Parents' Angry Reactions for Gentle Biblical Responses.”      
Aired 07/16/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion, authors Amber Lia and Wendy Speake talked about 
understanding your triggers for more peaceful parenting. The discussion was a follow-up to the program, 
“Understanding How to Manage Anger in Motherhood.” The episode was based on their book, “Triggers: Exchanging 
Parents' Angry Reactions for Gentle Biblical Responses.”        
Aired 07/17/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first of a two-part discussion, author and Doctor David Clarke talked about rising to the 
challenge of parenting. He offered parents proven, time-tested strategies for raising children to become healthy, well-
adjusted adults. The discussion was based on his book, “Parenting is Hard and Then You Die: A Fun But Honest Look at 
Raising Kids of All Ages Right.”           
Aired 07/25/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion author and Doctor David Clarke talked about rising 
to the challenge of parenting. He offered parents proven, time-tested strategies for raising children to become healthy, 
well-adjusted adults. The discussion was based on his book, “Parenting is Hard and Then You Die: A Fun But Honest Look 
at Raising Kids of All Ages Right.”          
Aired 07/26/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, authors Bill Putman and his son, Jim Putman candidly 
discussed the difficult challenges they and their family experienced. They also offered practical advice and 
encouragement to families with children who have chosen a painful life. The discussion was based on their book, “Hope 
for the Prodigal.”      
Aired 07/29/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion, authors Bill Putman and his son, Jim Putman 
candidly discussed the difficult challenges they and their family experienced. They also offered practical advice and 
encouragement to families with children who have chosen a painful life. The discussion was based on their book, “Hope 
for the Prodigal.”           
Aired 07/30/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

08/07/2019 7:40 a.m. Scott Herrold raised the topic of youth sports. He encouraged parents to volunteer to become 
involved with coaching their kids’ sports teams and took calls from various listeners on the subject. Scott talked about 
our kids’ need for strong role models. 45 minutes.

08/07/2019 9:05 a.m. Scott Herrold interviewed author and musician Mike Donehey from Tenth Avenue North. They 
talked about creating a strategy for a life full of uncertainty. They also addressed what parenting well looks like, dealing 
with anxiety and creating goals and directions for your life. 12 minutes. 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Lee Nienhuis offered encouragement and advice to moms who were worried about 
their children being exposed to spiritual persecution at school. The discussion was based on her book, “Brave Moms, 
Brave Kids: A Battle Plan for Raising Heroes.”             
Aired 08/15/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, author Jessie Minassian offered parents practical 
advice for helping their daughters gain a healthy perspective about beauty and body image in a culture that drives teen 
girls and young women to compare themselves to others while chasing impossible standards of beauty. The discussion 
was based on her book, “Backwards Beauty.”        
Aired 08/20/19 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion, author Jessie Minassian offered parents practical 
advice for helping their daughters gain a healthy perspective about beauty and body image in a culture that drives teen 
girls and young women to compare themselves to others while chasing impossible standards of beauty. The discussion 
was based on her book, “Backwards Beauty.”      
Aired 08/21/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

08/26/2019 9:35 a.m. Scott Herrold interviewed author Monica Swanson who talked about parenting well, motivating 
boys to become leaders and honorable men, training leaders and teaching men to respect women. This 12 minute 
interview was re-aired on 08/27/2019 at 7:27 a.m. 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Best-selling author Jonathan Catherman and his teen sons, Reed and Cole, offered 
encouragement to parents and kids who were worried about leaving behind the familiarity of elementary school to 
transition to middle school. Topics included bullies, relationship drama and communication with parents. The discussion 
was based on Jonathan’s book, “The Manual to Middle School, Do This, Not That.”       
Aired 08/26/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion on helping young adults be brave & self-assured, author Sadie Robertson 
reflected on the fears and anxiety she experienced while growing up, and how she overcame that by learning to live 
confidently. She described how parents can help their young adults overcome phobias and how we can all step out even 
when we’re afraid. The discussion was based on her book, “Live Fearless, A Call to Power, Passion, and Purpose.”     
Aired 09/03/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion about putting the grand in grandparenting, author Michele Howe described 
how grandparents can develop a thriving relationship with their adult children and grandkids. The discussion was based 
on her book, “There’s a Reason They Call It GRANDparenting.”      
Aired 09/06/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion on what to do when tragedy impacts your family, grief 
and trauma counselor Dr. H. Norman Wright offered hope and practical advice for enduring suffering, crisis, and loss, 
and finding healing afterward. The discussion was based on his book, “When It Feels Like The Sky Is Falling; How to Find 
Hope in an Uncertain World.”           
Aired 09/11/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion on what to do when tragedy impacts your family, 
grief and trauma counselor Dr. H. Norman Wright offered more about hope and practical advice for enduring suffering, 
crisis, and loss, and finding healing afterward. The discussion was based on his book, “When It Feels Like The Sky Is 
Falling, How to Find Hope in an Uncertain World.”     
Aired 09/12/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Ginger Hubbard offered parents practical advice for dealing effectively with their 
children’s back talk, whining, and lying. This discussion was based on her book, “Can’t Believe You Just Said That! Biblical 
Wisdom for Taming Your Child’s Tongue.”           
Aired 09/20/19 at 9 pm 30 min  

Family Life This Week – Hosted by Michelle Hill and featuring authors and family experts Dennis and Barbara Rainey, Bob 
Lepine, Ron Deal and others with Family Life Ministries. Family Life Ministries is a national organization producing radio 
programs and conducting seminars across the country led by a team of family experts, psychologists, authors and 
counselors. The radio programs and seminars are designed to teach parents how to develop a parenting style that 
conveys patience & support, and results in a home environment of stability and balance where children feel secure, 
special and are nurtured to be all that their potential makes possible.                                 
Airs every Sunday at 5 am   27 min.



Marriage

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion based on her book “Real-Life Romance,” author Rhonda Stoppe addressed the 
disappointment that stems from unmet expectations about romance in marriage. She says genuine romance is available 
and explains how couples can cultivate it.                 
Aired 07/03/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion about responding well in marital conflict, author and 
Counselor Leslie Vernick discussed how to respond wisely when wronged by your spouse. She included material from 
her book, “How to Act Right when your Spouse Acts Wrong.”           
Aired 07/08/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion about responding well in marital conflict, author 
and Counselor Leslie Vernick discussed how to respond wisely when wronged by your spouse. She included material 
from her book, “How to Act Right when your Spouse Acts Wrong.”           
Aired 07/09/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

07/15/2019 7:35 a.m. Scott Herrold spoke with author and marriage counselor Tina Konkin for 12 minutes. She is the 
Founder and Director of R3 Lifeline. She spoke with Scott about healing broken marriages, dealing with a cheating 
spouse, conflict resolution & strategy for raising kids in a blended family.

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Psychologist Doctor Kevin Leman explained how birth order affects your relationship with your 
spouse and offered advice on managing challenges in your marriage that stem from your placement in your family of 
origin. The discussion was based on his book, “The Birth Order Book.”      
Aired 07/19/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, authors D.A. Horton and his wife, Elicia, offered 
insights to help married couples fight for a stronger relationship through grace, forgiveness, and accountability. The 
discussion was based on their book, “Enter the Ring: Fighting Together for a Gospel-Saturated Marriage.”  
Aired 07/23/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second of a two-part discussion, authors D.A. Horton and his wife, Elicia, offered insights 
to help married couples fight for a stronger relationship through grace, forgiveness, and accountability. The discussion 
was based on their book, “Enter the Ring: Fighting Together for a Gospel-Saturated Marriage.”      
Aired 07/24/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Deborah Smith Pegues offered helpful strategies for ending disputes and restoring 
relational unity. The discussion was based on her book, “Confronting Without Offending: Positive and Practical Steps to 
Resolving Conflict.”      
Aired 07/31/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion on redeeming a marriage and childhood wounds, award-winning singer Russ 
Taff and his wife, Tori, discussed the impact of trauma Russ experienced during his childhood resulting in his alcoholism 
and the impact it had on their marriage. The discussion was based on Russ’ book, “I Still Believe.”      
Aired 08/07/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, counselors Milan and Kay Yerkovich discussed 
common responses to stress and how they can lead to unhealthy attachment styles. Our guests offered couples insight 
for cultivating healthy ways of dealing with stress as a means of strengthening their marriage. The discussion was based 
on Milan and Kay’s book, “How We Love.”       
Aired 08/12/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion, counselors Milan and Kay Yerkovich discussed 
common responses to stress and how they can lead to unhealthy attachment styles. They offered couples insight for 
cultivating healthy ways of dealing with stress as a means of strengthening their marriage. They included material from 
their book, “How We Love.”      
Aired 08/13/19 at 9 pm 30 min 



FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion about how our cultural view of sex has changed over time, author and 
Psychologist Doctor Juli Slattery discussed the consequences of sexual brokenness and how we can make choices in our 
marriage relationship to not just endure but enjoy the physical side being together. She included material from her 
book, “No More Headaches, Enjoying Sex & Intimacy in Marriage.”       
Aired 08/19/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – After losing two children back-to-back just hours after they were born, Lindsey Dennis 
described the hard impact this had on her young marriage and how she and her husband found hope in the aftermath.      
Aired 08/22/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, author Katharine Hill, Director of Care for the Family 
in England, offered couples helpful reminders for cultivating a thriving marriage. The discussion was based on her book, 
“If You Forget Everything Else, Remember This: Building a Great Marriage.”      
Aired 08/29/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion, author Katharine Hill, Director of Care for the 
Family in England, offered couples helpful reminders for cultivating a thriving marriage. The discussion was based on her 
book, “If You Forget Everything Else, Remember This: Building a Great Marriage.”      
Aired 08/30/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, Psychologist Dr. David Clarke offered couples practical 
advice for breaking down common communication barriers. The discussion was based on his book, “Men are Clams, 
Women are Crowbars: The Do’s and Don’ts of Getting Your Man to Open Up.”      
Aired 09/04/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion, Psychologist Dr. David Clarke offered couples 
practical advice for breaking down common communication barriers. The discussion was based on his book, “Men are 
Clams, Women are Crowbars: The Do’s and Don’ts of Getting Your Man to Open Up.”      
Aired 09/05/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Dr. Joshua Straub and his wife, Christi, discussed the marital challenges they’ve both faced 
which have made them realize their need to become more intentional about connecting with and supporting each 
other. The Straubs offered practical ideas for couples to become more “we-focused” instead of “me-focused.”          
Aired 09/13/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, former Major League Baseball player Darryl 
Strawberry and his wife, Tracy, talked candidly about the past troubles they experienced in their personal lives and in 
their marriage. They also offered hope to struggling couples as they describe how finding faith brought them restoration 
and redemption. The discussion was based on their book, “The Imperfect Marriage, Help for Those Who Think It’s Over.” 
Aired 09/16/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion, former Major League Baseball player Darryl 
Strawberry and his wife, Tracy, talked further about the past troubles they experienced in their personal lives and in 
their marriage. They also offered hope to struggling couples as they describe how finding faith brought them restoration 
and redemption. The discussion was based on their book, “The Imperfect Marriage, Help for Those Who Think It’s Over.” 
Aired 09/17/19 at 9 pm 30 min



Education

07/17/2019 3:04 p.m. Robert Forbes interviewed Alisha Turner from Howard Hollingsworth Elementary School. Alisa 
talked about the struggles students and teachers are facing. SOS Radio partnered with United Way to help solve the 
problem of students not having proper school supplies to start the school year off on the right foot. SOS Radio launched 
the “Stuff The Bus” campaign. 12 min.

07/26/2019 10:05 a.m. Scott Herrold talked with Lori Mann from United Way about the “Stuff The Bus” campaign to 
raise school supplies for under-served kids going back to school. SOS Radio and the United Way spent the day 
encouraging listeners on numerous DJ breaks to connect with their nearest United Way (we provided location 
information on the air and at our website) to donate school supplies on 07/26/2019. This interview aired again on 
07/26/2019 at 4:10 p.m. 3 mins 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, author Carol Barnier offered practical suggestions how 
parents can help their children learn and succeed in school. The discussion was based on her book, “The Big WHAT NOW 
Book of Learning Styles.”      
Aired 08/05/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the second part of a two-part discussion, author Carol Barnier offered practical suggestions 
for how parents can help their children learn and succeed in school. The discussion was based on her book, “The Big 
WHAT NOW Book of Learning Styles.”           
Aired 08/06/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

08/12/2019 9:14 a.m. Scott Herrold addressed the topic of supporting our underfunded school teachers as students 
head back to school. He talked about “Donors Choose,” a non-profit on-line effort to financially support the special 
creative visions of individual teachers who want to make a difference for the students in their classrooms. The 4 minute 
interview was repeated 08/13/2019 at 9:35 a.m. 

08/20/2019 9:35 a.m. Scott Herrold interviewed writer, actor and movie director Alex Kendrick who talked about finding 
your personal identity, his experience as a high school coach and overcoming self-esteem challenges. He also talked 
about hard working teachers and coaches and the role they play in our communities. 7 minutes

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Best-selling author Jonathan Catherman and his teen sons, Reed and Cole, offered 
encouragement to parents and kids who were worried about leaving behind the familiarity of elementary school to 
transition to middle school. Topics included bullies, relationship drama and communication with parents. The discussion 
was based on Jonathan’s book, “The Manual to Middle School, Do This, Not That.”       
Aired 08/26/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

08/28/2019  7:10 a.m. Scott Herrold talked again about Donors Choose,” a non-profit on-line effort anyone can visit to 
learn about the special creative visions of individual teachers who want to make a difference for the students in their 
classrooms and the opportunity to financially help teachers reach their goal for the upcoming school year. 2 min

Children’s Issues

08/02/2019 8:12 a.m. Scott Herrold addressed the subject of food insecurity as thousands of students headed back to 
school. According to the non-profit “No Kid Hungry,” more than 12 million children in the U.S. live in “food insecure” 
homes. “Blessings in a Backpack” was born to encourage listeners to donate school supplies through the Salvation Army 
on August 3 in Nevada, California, Utah, Montana & Idaho. 2 minutes. 

08/21/2019 7:20 a.m. Scott Herrold talked about Tim Tebow's 32nd birthday and how he’s asking for help with Cure 
Hospital in the Philippines to help kids who can't afford surgeries. Information was shared on how people can donate 
through “Cure International” to help sick kids in the Philippines. Aired again on the same date at 8:25 a.m. 

08/22/2019 8:05 a.m. Scott Herrold spoke with author Sheri Rose Shepherd for 12 minutes. Sheri talked about how we 
can encourage our kids despite the negative message they get from culture today. She also talked about the lost art of 
making an apology. This interview was re-aired on 08/26/2019 at 7:05 a.m. 



Adventures in Odyssey – 25 min program airs every Saturday at 9:30 am. It’s an award-winning weekly 
dramatization of a story that teaches a useful lesson to help young people deal with the challenges of life and 
learn useful lessons in character building. 

During the 3rd ¼ of 2019, the following topics were the subject of the program for the date shown:

7/06/19 Recognizing deception                
7/13/19 Recognizing deception                 
7/20/19 Recognizing deception                
7/27/19 Recognizing deception                
8/03/19 Recognizing deception                
8/10/19 Honesty                 
8/17/19 Honesty                 
8/24/19 Jealousy                   
8/31/19 Honesty                              
9/07/19 Jealousy                  
9/14/19 Deceit                
9/21/19 The Danger of Lying

Women’s Issues

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion about overcoming a past that includes abuse and emotional pain, author 
Jennifer Polimino shared how she was able to heal and how she helped other women escape abuse as well. The 
discussion was based on her book, “Praying Through Pregnancy.”      
Aired 07/10/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

08/07/2019 3:13 p.m. Robert Forbes interviewed Ginny Jordano & Denise Saavedra, Coordinators with “Moms In Prayer 
International.” They talked about how to contribute to helping in the educational system in our community, how to help 
protect your kids in school and how to build community through small groups of people. 6 min. 

09/06/2019 3:26 p.m. Robert Forbes talked with Wendy Hodges-Kent, Vice President of Prevention Programs and 
Volunteers with SafeNest. Wendy talked about hope for women who are trapped in abusive relationships. She also 
talked about the services they provide which include: a shelter for women and children and resources to help in getting 
out of an abusive home, free resources to help with legal challenges and help receiving time off to handle the situations. 
4 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion about empowering women to take control of their finances, author Deborah 
Smith Pegues equipped women with tools & information to manage finances wisely. The discussion was based on her 
book, “The One-Minute Money Mentor for Women: 21 Strategies for Financial Empowerment.”      
Aired 09/10/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

09/20/2019 3:16 p.m. Robert Forbes talked with Sylvia Marchael, Executive Director for the Walter Hoving Home. Sylvia 
talked about the 12 month live-in recovery program for women to break addictions, alcoholism, and escape a life of 
prostitution. Trish, a Hoving Home resident, shared her story of how she broke free and found healing from her past 
addictions and has been able to recover her life. 5 minutes. 

Men’s Issues

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a full-length discussion on avoiding a midlife crisis, best selling author and renowned 
Psychologist Stephen Arterburn offered encouragement and advice to men on how they can avoid the potential pitfalls 
of the middle age years and thrive during that season of life. The discussion was based on his book, “6 Ways for Men to 
Thrive in Midlife.”  Aired 08/23/19 at 9 pm 30 min 



Addiction

07/24/2019 8:30 a.m. Scott Herrold interviewed Musician Zach Williams for 11 minutes. They talked about his story of 
hitting rock bottom and how he was able to overcome crippling addiction. He credits Celebrate Recovery for helping and 
encouraged listeners to find hope and help there. He also talked about his work with inmates dealing with addiction 
recovery. This interview aired again on 07/30/19 at 8:05 a.m.

08/16/2019 2:27 p.m. Robert Forbes spoke with Leslee Rogers, Public Relations Director with Salvation Army for 3 
minutes. Leslee talked about the services available at their free, 6-month recovery center for Men and Women dealing 
with issues of substance abuse, drug addictions, and relational conflicts. 

09/20/2019 3:16 p.m. Robert Forbes talked with Sylvia Marchael, Executive Director for Hoving Home Las Vegas. Sylvia 
talked about the 12 month live-in recovery program for women to break addictions, alcoholism, and escape a life of 
prostitution. She also promoted their 9th Annual Gala on October 11 at the JW Marriott. Trish, a Hoving Home resident, 
shared her story of how she broke free and found healing from her past addictions and has been able to recover her life. 
5 minutes. 

Unshackled – True life stories of men and women who have been addicted to drugs and/or alcohol or have struggled 
with another life-controlling abuse problem and how they overcame the addiction and found a way to live free of the 
hold it had on them. A different person’s life story is dramatized each week. Telephone contact information is given so 
that anyone who wants further assistance can talk to someone and get personal help.        
Airs Sunday at 4 am. 29 min. 

Mental Health

07/09/2019 9:05 a.m. Scott Herrold interviewed author Francis Frangipane for 10 minutes. They talked about various 
battlegrounds that affect the way we think. He explained how we can take control of our thoughts and make more of 
the controlled choices we really want to make. He gave practical tools we need to be in control of our emotions. This 
interview aired again on 07/11/2019 at 7:05 a.m. 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – Author Eva Whittington-Self shared the story of her being involved in a serious car accident 
which left her severely injured and eventually struggling with depression. Eva also encouraged listeners by sharing how 
she found ways to overcome her terrible circumstances to get her life back and find emotional health.       
Aired 07/18/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

08/06/2019 9:06 a.m. Scott Herrold interviewed Doctor Gregory Jantz from “A Place of Hope,” a depression and 
counseling program. Doctor Jantz talked about mental health, social media research on isolation & depression, and 
research on how forgiveness releases depression triggers. He also talked about his book, “Healing Depression For Life,” 
sharing an innovative approach to combatting depression. 12 minutes

09/10/2019 7:05 a.m. Scott Herrold interviewed author Sharon Hodde Miller for 12 minutes. Sharon talked about being 
honest with people, speaking truth in love, being an encouragement to friends who are struggling with emotional issues 
and moving beyond just being nice and being a better friend and mentor.

Political / Government Issues

KANN – is committed to providing our listeners with information on current events & information. We are an affiliate of 
the SRN Network News. With live news reporters covering daily news around the globe, we are able to deliver the most 
up-to-the-minute information to our listeners on events that are important to making lifestyle choices and decisions. 
This includes information on the latest political, financial, health and governmental developments as they happen, as 
well as general World events.

The News schedule is as follows: 



Monday – Friday Saturday Sunday
1 am - 3 min 1 am - 3 min 1 pm – 3 min
6:55 am - 3 min 5 am - 3 min
8 am - 3 min 7 am - 3 min
9 am - 3 min 8 am - 3 min
Noon – 3 min 1 pm – 3 min
1 pm – 3 min 4 pm – 3 min
4 pm – 3 min 6 pm – 3 min
7 pm – 3 min
10 pm – 3 min

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a Fourth of July discussion, Author and Historian Rod Gragg shared fascinating stories from 
American history and some of the material from his book, “Forged In Faith.”         
Aired 07/04/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

08/02/2019 8:55 a.m. Scott Herrold talked about how kids can join the Junior Ranger Program through the National Park 
Service. He talked about the goal of the program, why kids should be interested and how they can earn badges by 
learning about our countries’ National Parks. 2 minute. 

08/05/2019 3:04 p.m. Robert Forbes spoke with Fay Boudet from Hope Christian Health Center. She talked about 
helping the community with affordable health care, with or without insurance. She highlighted the Center’s Five-Year 
Celebration on Saturday, August 10 where several resources to assist families were available. 8 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the first part of a two-part discussion, Captain Ronald Johnson of the Missouri Highway 
Patrol (retired) discussed the hostile racial tension that followed the August 14, 2014 fatal shooting of Michael Brown, 
and his efforts to restore peace between the African American community and law enforcement. His remarkable story 
inspired listeners to consider how they can promote peaceful race relations in their own communities. The discussion 
was based on his book, “30 Days in Ferguson.”      
Aired 08/08/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In the completion of a two-part discussion, Captain Ronald Johnson of the Missouri Highway 
Patrol (retired) discussed the hostile racial tension that followed the August 14, 2014 fatal shooting of Michael Brown, 
and his efforts to restore peace between the African American community and law enforcement. His remarkable story 
inspired listeners to consider how they can promote peaceful race relations in their own communities. The discussion 
was based on his book, “30 Days in Ferguson.”      
Aired 08/09/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

Homelessness/Poverty/Overcoming  

07/02/2019 7:50 a.m. Scott Herrold talked with Pastor Paul Earle from Life Church in Victorville, CA who shared a plan to 
serve the areas’ hurting and homeless population called, “Vision 2020.” His plan has started with his reaching out across 
the region (the western US and beyond) inviting people and churches to enlist groups to converge on the economically 
struggling people in that area serve them together next year for a week. He made a call and challenged people from 
Nevada, Arizona, Utah and Montana to come and serve Victorville's hurting and homeless population. 10 minutes

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – New York Times best-selling Author Ann Voskamp described how her painful past has helped 
her find a richer, more fulfilling life. The discussion was based on her book, “The Broken Way: A Daring Path Into the 
Abundant Life.”           
Aired 07/05/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

07/22/2019 8:05 a.m. Scott Herrold spoke with Author Tricia Lott Williford whose husband unexpectedly passed away 
and she entered a season of grieving and waiting. She talked about how we can make the most of the waiting season 
and how waiting comes in three stages and the unique challenges and opportunities of each stage. 10 minutes. 



08/02/2019 8:35 a.m. Scott Herrold talked Author and Musician Steven Curtis Chapman shared the story of the loss of 
his child and some of what he’s learned about the process of healing after tragedy, what he and his family have learned 
about dealing with grief and how they kept hope after the loss. 5 minutes

08/23/2019 2:08 p.m. Robert Forbes talked with Tammy Scott from the United States Institute Against Human 
Trafficking. Tammy talked about Human Trafficking awareness and prevention and signs to look for in your own kids. She 
also detailed what things predators will do to lure children. 3 minutes. 

09/05/2019 2:07 p.m. Robert Forbes interviewed Will Graham from the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association who talked 
about the devastation caused by Hurricane Dorian on the east coast and how people can help with relief efforts through 
Samaritan’s Purse.  6 minutes  

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion on finding happiness after loss and pain, former Major League Baseball pitcher, 
Frank Pastore shared his story of an MLB career that ended abruptly after a tragic accident left him with severe injuries. 
Frank shared material from his best-selling book, “Shattered: Struck Down, But Not Destroyed,” which recounts his 
journey of finding faith and new life purpose following the accident.      
Aired 07/22/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

07/29/2019 8:05 a.m. Scott Herrold talked with Author and Doctor DeForest Soaries Junior, former Secretary of State of 
New Jersey. He talked about fighting his way back after a cancer diagnosis that changed his life. This interview aired 
again on 08/01/2019 at 9:35 a.m. 12 minutes

Miscellaneous 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY – In a discussion on transforming lives, Author and Doctor Rosaria Champagne Butterfield 
encouraged listeners to utilize the power of hospitality to help make our community a better place to live. The 
discussion was based on her book, “The Gospel Comes With a House Key: Practicing Radically Ordinary Hospitality in Our 
Post-Christian World.”      
Aired 07/15/19 at 9 pm 30 min 

07/30/2019 7:05 a.m. Scott Herrold spoke with Drew Moore from Canyon Ridge Christian Church & TV news anchor 
Dave Courvoisier about the Global Leadership Summit. Drew and Dave talked about leadership, personal development, 
healthy decision making and growing as a parent. 10 minutes. 

09/11/2019 8:05 a.m. Scott Herrold invited callers to join in a discussion on turning the anniversary of September 11th 
into a day of service. Scott talked about organizations that are helping make our community stronger and serve the 
needs of the city. 3 minutes


